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The Day After 
By FTBO Beat Writer – Rusty Irons 

 
Despite a Herculean effort from Chris Lewis (Net 60) on Day 3, Nobody could 
catch Ian Wilson.  Wils becomes the 9th Champion of the FTBO.  He was also 
the runaway choice for MVP of the trip.  Any guy who yaks in ther hotel lobby, 
then decides to “attack” Rohn Meyer and then follows it up by shooting a 
staggering net 57 (with a bloody elbow) gets full marks in my book. 
 

SEEN & HEARD… 
 
It was the All-Dyer Weekend… 
“Schmitty is like an Island kitchen with no island… He’s all kitchen” - Dean Dyer. 
“I’m watching $190 of my money walking down the fairway laughing about 8’s” – Dean Dyer 
“Ooh look…  a snowman… in June” – Dean Dyer 
Seen – a Club flying High in to a tree – Russ Hewson 
 

HONEST GOLFERS 
 
These guys get full marks for finishing very close to their handicaps after 54 holes… 
Reeves (+3), Rogers (+4), Helper (+4). 
Dan Hopfner falls in this group too…  but he had to pull is usual Day 3 collapse to get down to (-4) 
 

BIGGEST SANDBAGGERS: 
 
Just look at the top of the leaderboard… 
Ian Wilson’s Net 57 is an FTBO record, & Chris Lewis fired a Net 60.  He should start drinking 
again or his handicap will be severely adjusted! 
 

THANKS 
 
I had a great time running the FTBO this year, but I didn’t do it alone… 
 
A big thanks to Remo, Junk & Disco for helping handle things like the Ryder Cup, Handling the 
Calcutta & Collecting Cash.  It makes it very easy to run a great trip when guys help out!  Thanks 
boys. 
 
And to everyone… Thanks for getting some great prizes & for just being there & adding to the 
legacy of the FTBO…  We’ve had bigger trips with 20 or 24 guys, but this weekend convinced me 
that 16 is the ideal number of guys.  Even if Schmitty is one of them. 
 
Start saving your cash now…   
 

The 10th Annual FTBO will be June 13-15, 2008. 


